UNRISEN QUEEN is a Spanish Glam Rock Band and known worldwide as the Resurrection of the
voice of Freddie Mercury.
More than 150.000 people from all over the world saw the band on its 3 last Tours, with the Special
highlights in Montreux, Switzerland (2013 & 2015) for the International Freddie Mercury´s Tributes
(The Freddie Mercury Memorial Day 2013 & The Freddie Mercury´s Birthday Party 2015), where
fans from more than 30 countries assisted.
Another highlight was the Special Show with Orchestra last September the 29th 2015 in Murcia,
Spain.

International Press Release for Mercury´s Memorial 2015:
The Spanish Glam Rock Band “UNRISEN QUEEN” has been announced to Headline the
International Homage to British Rock Star called “THE OFFICIAL FREDDIE MERCURY
BIRTHDAY PARTY”, in Montreux (Switzerland) where the singer recorded most of his hits and
lived the last years of his life.
By Request and Demand of fans Unrisen Queen has been confirmed by QUEEN PRODUCTIONS
LTD as the live act to help celebrate the event on September 5th 2015 at the Casino Barriere. The
Spanish band has, as lot of Queen Fans worldwide said, the most similar voice than Mercury ever,
and a different show trying to NO IMITATE the Queen Shows.
“Why do you need to see a singer with the same clothes and mustache than Freddie? We try to be
faithful with sounds and vocals… with a different kind of audiovisual show… finally, these are the
most important things for us…” said Pasku Frutos (guitarist).
UNRISEN QUEEN are:
Ruben Sabater (lead vocals)
Chema Casanova (Piano)
Pasku Frutos (Guitars)
Chimi (Drums)
Vicen Caracia (Bass Guitars)

The intention of this event is to collect funds for the FIGHT AGAINST AIDS, promoted by the
foundation “MERCURY PHOENIX TRUST” founded after the lost of Mercury.
The concert will be celebrated at the Casino Barriere, beside the Geneva Lake. A fantastic place
joined to Queen and many bands like Led Zeppelin, Pink Floyd, David Bowie… and inspiration for
the song “Smoke on the Water” of Deep Purple, after the fire accident in 1971… in a Frank Zappa
concert.
www.unrisenqueen.com
http://www.queenonline.com/en/news-archive/freddie-mercury-official-birthday-party-update-liveentertainment-announced-unrisen-queen-confirm/

Event Results
Almost 56.000$ raised at FREDDIE's BIRTHDAY PARTY for the Fight against AIDS across the
whole World.
We feel so happy to have been the headliner of this special event and have contributed with our
Show to get this amount of money.

